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ABSTRACT

Telocytes (TCs), a novel cell type, are briefly defined as
interstitial cells with telopodes (Tps). However, a specific
immunocytochemical marker has not yet been found; therefore,
electron microscopy is currently the only accurate method for
identifying TCs. TCs are considered to have a mesenchymal
origin. Recently proteomic analysis, microarray-based gene
expression analysis, and the micro-RNA signature clearly
showed that TCs are different from fibroblasts, mesenchymal
stem cells, and endothelial cells. The dynamics of Tps were also
revealed, and some electrophysiological properties of TCs were
described (such as membrane capacitance, input resistance,
membrane resting potential, and absence of action potentials
correlated with different ionic currents characteristics), which
can be used to distinguish uterine TCs from smooth muscle cells
(SMCs). Here, we briefly present the most recent findings on the
characteristics of TCs and their functions in human pregnant and
nonpregnant uteri.

endometrium, myometrium, nonpregnant uterus, pregnant uterus,
TCs, telopodes

INTRODUCTION, TERMINOLOGY, AND HISTORY OF
DISCOVERY

The physiology of uterine contractility poses interesting
challenges for obstetrics and gynecology specialists in their
attempt to solve a major clinical problem, such as premature
birth. Although the myometrium (ultra)structure does not
appear to be very complex at a glance, the human uterus is

capable of shifting its contractile intensity between weak
contractions (as during the intervals between menstrual cycles
and during a great period of time during pregnancy) to very
powerful contractions during parturition. These variations in
contractile status are due to the excitability of myometrial
smooth muscle cells (SMCs), and they are particularly linked to
cell membrane ion channel activity. Numerous studies have
shown that the excitability levels of SMCs of the myometrium
depend on an interaction between hormonal [1, 2], biochem-
ical, and neurovegetative factors [3, 4].

Over the last decade, a new concept has evolved that refers
to the role of telocytes (TCs) as possible cellular elements that
participate in uterine physiology. The uterine cell population
was reassessed, and increasing evidence supports the existence
of a new cell type, the TC, in the interstitial (stromal) space.
This novel cell type was described by Popescu et al. [5], from
Bucharest, Romania, who coined the name TCs (using the
Greek prefix ‘‘telos,’’ meaning goal, end, or fulfillment),
suggesting that TCs accomplish their tasks through their
extremely long prolongations, called telopodes (Tps) [5]. Tps
measure up to hundreds of micrometers and consist of
alternating thin segments, known as podomers (frequently
below the resolving power of light microscopy), and dilated
segments called podoms (which accommodate mitochondria,
rough endoplasmic reticulum, and caveolae) [5–7]. TCs are
frequently described in the myometrium and endometrium
under confusing terms, which share the consensus of a
membership of the stromal space. Various names include c-
kit immunopositive interstitial cells (Cajal-type) [8], vimentin-
positive c-kit-negative interstitial cells [9], interstitial Cajal-like
cells (ICLC) [10–14], and TCs [15, 16].

Ciontea et al. [8] first described TCs in the uterus in 2005;
initially, these cells were considered similar to interstitial cells
of Cajal (ICCs). However, further studies revealed that there
are no similarities between TCs and ICCs; therefore, there is no
justification for the ICC-like or ICLC appellation. TCs were
located close to SMCs of the myometrium and were also
described in the endometrium; they were observed in the
stromal space between the endometrial glands in mammals and
reptiles [16, 17].

A large body of evidence on the description of TCs and their
importance in many mammalian organs was gathered over time
[18, 19].
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IN SITU IDENTIFICATION OF TCS

In situ, the presence of TCs is revealed through transmission
electron microscopy (TEM), immunohistochemistry, and
immunofluorescence. TEM is considered the most accurate
method for identifying TCs [20]. Semithin sections of Epon-
embedded tissue fragments stained with toluidine blue are
generally useful for determining their general distribution in
myometrium (Fig. 1). TC identification is facilitated by
ultrastructural features, allowing for their differentiation from
other interstitial space resident cells, such as (myo)fibroblasts,
mesenchymal stem cells, and immune reactive cells [12, 21,
22]. Observation of a small cell body with a few (2–5) long and
thin cytoplasmic prolongations (Tps) is sufficient to define the
TC (Table 1). Frequently, TCs form close relationships with
capillaries, nerve endings, and immune cells (Figs. 2 and 3).
These details can only be observed after two-dimensional (2D)
reconstruction of successive microscopic TEM fields (fre-
quently between 8 and 12 photomicrographs) [15], reflecting
the precise reality of the cellular network in the tissue (Fig. 4).

Moreover, advanced techniques, such electron tomography
(ET) and focused ion beam scanning electron microscopy
(FIB-SEM), were applied to obtain detailed 3D images of TCs
located in the pleura, lung, and heart [23–26].

In human myometrium, a detailed characterization of Tps
was observed with morphometric analysis. Although the
podomers are thicker in nonpregnant myometrium than in
pregnant myometrium (;82 vs 75 nm), the podoms were
thicker in pregnant myometrium (;316 vs 269 nm) [7].
Because uterine remodeling in pregnancy is associated with
morphological and functional changes of multiple cells, for
example, SMCs and TCs, differences observed in thickness
and ramification of Tps may be important in determining their
significance in pregnancy and/or other pathological conditions.

It is well known that in vivo cells communicate to exchange
information under different physicochemical conditions [36].
Many cell types can generate extracellular small-membrane-
bounded vesicles by a process referred to as ectocytosis [37].
Ectocytosis describes the direct vesicle formation from the cell
membrane, and it is different from exocytosis, which indicates
the release of preformed vesicles [38, 39]. In published reports,
these vesicles are identified by various names, including
exosomes, ectosomes, microparticles, microvesicles, and nano-
vesicles [39–42]. TCs release at least three types of
extracellular vesicles, exosomes (45 6 8 nm), ectosomes
(128 6 28 nm), and multivesicular cargos (MVCs; 1 6 0.4
lm) [43], from their Tps and, occasionally, from the cell body.
The precise site or area from which exosomes/ectosomes are
released may determine their target destination and function.
For the human uterus, there are no significant differences
between exosomes/ectosomes released from TCs in nonpreg-
nant myometrium and those from pregnant myometrium [7].
Mean diameters of these vesicles in pregnant myometrium
were approximately the same as those in nonpregnant
myometrium, which were 75 lm for exosomes and 185 lm
for ectosomes (Table 2). Our current understanding of
ectocytosis is limited, and more research is needed to support
this phenomena. Edelstein and Smythies [44] proposed a
possible mechanism by which the exosomal system operates.
They suggested that during the process of tissue differentiation

FIG. 1. Human pregnant myometrium (39 wk gestation). Semithin
sections (0.5- to 1-lm thick) of the uterine muscular layer were embedded
in Epon resin and stained with toluidine blue. There is a very long process
of a TC squeezing obliquely between cut SMCs. Bar¼ 5 lm. Reproduced
with permission from [119].

TABLE 1. Ultrastructural characteristics of TCs.

Telocyte Features References

Cell body A small cell body, 9�15 lm;
Small amount of cytoplasm surrounding the nucleus;
Plasmalemma with caveolae (2�3%);
Cytoplasmic organelles are scarce: mitochondria (;3%) and endoplasmic reticulum (1-2%) of
cell volume

[5, 15, 19, 24, 25, 27]

Nucleus One nucleus, oval or rod shaped;
Contains moderately dense chromatin (40�45% euchromatin, 55�60% heterochromatin)

[8, 28]

Telopodes Number 1�5, average of 2�3;
Length 10�1000 lm;
Organized in a labyrinthine or convoluted system that forms a three-dimensional network;
Dichotomous branching pattern;
Consists of long and thin segments called podomers (;75�80 nm) interspersed with 250- to
300-nm cistern-like dilations called podoms;
Podomers alternating with podoms provide a bead-on-a-string appearance;
Podoms accommodate mitochondria, endoplasmic reticulum, and caveolae;
Podomers are anchored by homocellular and heterocellular junctions, consisting of:
Classical cell–cell junctions, such as gap junctions
Close contacts and nanocontacts
Atypical homocellular junctions with tiny puncta adhaerentia minima or processus
adhaerentes
Heterocellular junctions with blood capillaries, nerve bundles, muscle fibers, stem cells,
resident and non-resident connective cells, and extracellular matrix elements (e.g., collagen
and elastin fibers)
Release exosomes (60- to 100-nm vesicles) and ectosomes (250- to 350-nm vesicles)

[5, 8, 29]

[15, 27, 28, 30]

[7, 31]

[18, 23, 32]

[7, 16, 27, 33-35]
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and organ development, TCs randomly infiltrate the tissue,
forming multiple synapses on a variety of specific target cells
(STC); the two commence to exchange exosomes. The
exosomes from the STC establish a molecular profile/
mechanism in an immediately adjacent section of the TC
(e.g., via exosome uptake sites or puncta adhaerentia), which is
specific for the processing of signals from that type of STC.
Subsequently, when the STC is damaged, it emits molecular

signals, detailing the components of such event (e.g.,
hemoglobin in the case of a damaged blood vessel).
Furthermore, injured cells rapidly change the specific RNA
content of their emitted exosomes [44]. With respect to the
main function of ectosomes, they may act as delivery vesicles
that carry and transport information from TCs to target cells
[45]. By releasing microvesicles, TCs play a role in
intercellular communication; therefore, we suggest that they
are responsible for maintaining the general tissue homeostasis
of the main cell populations [46, 47], and of progenitor cells
[48, 49].

Although ultrastructural characteristics are currently the
method of choice for precisely identifying TCs, several
immunohistochemical markers have been found that have
variable expression in the TCs of the human genital system.
Immunophenotypes of TCs include primarily CD34, CD117/c-
Kit, PDGF-Ra and -b, and vimentin, as well as CD44, desmin,
and cadherin-11, according to the TC location [8, 50–53].
Other markers were identified as (co-)expressed on TCs,
including connexin 43, CD44, and nestin [31, 54]. It should be
noted that TCs are immunohistochemically negative for
procollagen 1, CD31/PECAM-1 (endothelial cells), a-SMA
(myofibroblasts, pericytes, and vascular SMCs), CD11c
(dendritic cells and macrophages), CD90/Thy-1 (fibroblasts)
and, sometimes, c-kit/CD117 (mast cells) [55, 56]. TCs were
originally considered CD117/c-kit positive based on their
resemblance to ICCs. However, studies have reported contro-
versial results from the presence [8] or absence [9] of c-kit
expression at the uterine TC level, which is explained by a
‘‘switching’’ phenotype behavior in similar cell populations
[53] or by differences in the technical procedures [57]. Some
other studies have noted that TCs could sometimes be CD34-
positive and c-kit-negative; also, c-kit positivity could depend
on the type of antibody used [28, 58]. Hitherto, double-positive
immunostaining with CD34/c-kit (mainly for cell body) or
CD34/vimentin (mainly for Tps) were considered useful
markers for TCs. Conversely, c-kit positivity alone or CD34
is insufficient to diagnose a TC [32]. In addition, TCs have
been identified in human endometrium as cells positive for
CD34, vimentin, and connexin 43 [16]. Therefore, using
immunohistochemistry alone, we cannot differentiate between
interstitial c-kit-positive cells that could be stem cells, mast
cells [59, 60], or TCs; therefore, immunocytochemistry is
recommended for evaluating cell cultures.

IN VITRO IDENTIFICATION OF TCS

The identity of TCs in myometrial primary culture and
subsequent passages can easily be distinguished from SMCs by
phase-contrast microscopy after 4 days in culture, which is
before the cells reach confluence (Fig. 5) [8, 10]. TCs display a
particular morphology, defined by very long, moniliform Tps
that are not convoluted; they often create intercellular contacts
between SMCs or other TCs. Frequently, dichotomous Tps
branch out, forming an interlacing network of long lines. In
vitro, as we have previously shown, TCs were initially
identified using methylene blue vital staining (Fig. 6) [8].
Because the in situ ultrastructure of TCs demonstrated that they
are rich in mitochondria, located especially in the podoms, the
next step was to verify whether Tps in culture display such
organelles. Hence, other vital techniques have been tried, such
as Janus green B staining and MitoTracker Green FM,
demonstrating that mitochondria are located in the cellular
body and, particularly, in the podoms [7].

In vitro, uterine TCs express the same markers as in situ, at
levels that are detectable by immunofluorescence [20]. To

FIG. 2. A) Myometrial background with smooth muscle fibers, nerve
fibers, and some connective tissue cells. B) Two possible ways to imagine
the TCs in 3D, including cells with thin, broad, perforated, and veil-like
processes as well as cells with long, thin processes. C) Close proximity of
TC processes and SMCs, unmyelinated nerves, capillaries, collagen fibers,
and immunoreactive cells. Scale bar ¼ 7 lm (erytrocyte diameter).
Reproduced with permission from [12].
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provide evidence that TCs are present, it is necessary to
perform double-immunolabeling for CD34 and a-smooth
muscle actin (a-SMA). CD34 expression is associated with
the distinct morphology of TCs (very long Tps) and is
considered to be in favor of a positive diagnosis [18]. In
contrast, cells that are positive for a-SMA, with widened
cellular bodies and without cytoplasmic extensions, are
considered SMCs. The advantages of cell culture compared
to conventional histological slides include the potential to
examine individual cells. This advantage was exploited when
myometrial TCs were shown to express estrogen and
progesterone receptors [10, 61] (Fig. 7). Additionally, uterine
TCs were found to be double-positive for CD34 and PDGFRa
as well as to express T-type Ca2þchannels (Ca

v
3.1 [a1G],

Cav3.2 [a1H] members), from nonpregnant and pregnant
myometrium on the cell body and in Tps [62].

During culture growth, the dynamic behavior of TCs was
observed by time lapse videomicroscopy [6]. Tps growth and
ramification may contribute to the guidance of surrounding
cells or influence regional homeostasis by releasing signaling

molecules, as we previously suggested [7]. Moreover, the
mechanisms for Tps growth, adherence and extension seem to
depend on various matrix proteins, and TC behavior is
completely different from that of fibroblasts [63].

INTEGRATING TCS IN UTERINE PHYSIOLOGY

It is well known that uterine tissue has a complex
physiology that is controlled and influenced by hormone-
dependent changes during nonpregnant, pregnant, and post-
partum states. TCs are present in both the endometrium and the
myometrium of rat uterus, where, because of their different
reproductive states, the uteri undergo numerical, morpholog-
ical, and phenotypic trait changes. Therefore, related research
has attempted to identify TC changes during these phases and
may explain their functions. A comparison during different
reproductive states reveals that immature uteri contain a small
number of TCs in both the endometrium and myometrium, and
the count is significantly increased in adult nonpregnant uteri.
Pregnant uteri showed a further increase in endometrial TCs
with a significant decrease in myometrial TCs, which is

FIG. 3. Electron micrograph of a stromal synapse between a TC process and an eosinophil in rat myometrium. Original magnification319 000 (A). (Inset)
Four membrane-bound vesicles with an average diameter of 54 6 7 nm and homogenous content are shown in the synaptic cleft. The cleft is dilated and
delimited by close contact points of both cells. Extracellular vesicles (exosomes) are similar in size and structure to subplasmalemmal vesicles of the
eosinophil (black asterisks). Gr¼ granules with electron-dense crystalloid (white asterisks); Mito¼mitochondrion. B) At higher magnification, electron-
dense structures (‘‘feet’’) are visible between the two cell membranes (arrows), as are focal densities located underneath the synaptic membrane
(arrowheads). Gr¼ eosinophil-specific granules; rER ¼ rough endoplasmic reticulum. Reproduced with permission from [21].
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possibly to prevent preterm delivery. The highest count of
myometrial TCs was recorded in the postpartum uteri and
could reflect a role in postpartum involution [64]. Hence, Hatta
et al. [16] hypothesized that TCs are frequently present in
tissues that have a low cell density and significant space
between neighboring cells. This hypothesis could be supported
by the present finding that the number of endometrial TCs in
the pregnant group was significantly higher than in other
groups because the endometrium, unlike the myometrium,

becomes loose with less cellularity during pregnancy [65]. This
condition necessitates the presence of more TCs to facilitate
cell-to-cell contact over long distances. Moreover, TCs express
connexin 43, a gap junction protein, which most likely has a
vital role in decidua maturation, as its decrease is associated
with recurrent pregnancy loss [66]. The opposite condition is
present in the endometrium of the immature uterus where the
stroma is compact, densely cellular, and contained few glands.
This state requires fewer TCs for glandular support and stromal

FIG. 4. Representative ultrathin section of human pregnant myometrium. Two-dimensional sequenced concatenation from 11 serial electron
micrographs showing the 3D network of TCs (blue) interconnected by homocellular junctions (dotted circles). SMCs are shown in cross-section and were
digitally colored brown. In their vicinity, numerous Tps (blue) establish a network and release extracellular organelles (exososomes and shedding vesicles
[arrowheads]) digitally colored purple. One mast cell (green) is in the vicinity of this network. Some vesicles were captured at the moment of being shed
from Tps (*). Cav ¼ caveolae; coll ¼ collagen; m ¼ mitochondria; rER ¼ rough endoplasmic reticulum; N ¼ nucleus. Bar ¼ 2 lm. Reproduced with
permission from [15].
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cell communication, which might explain why the lowest count
of endometrial TCs was detected in the immature group. The
functions of TCs in the endometrium seem to be glandular
support and stromal cell communication by forming a scaffold
around them; they may also play an active role in endometrial
maintenance, whereas they possibly initiate control and
coordinate myometrial contractility in the myometrium.

Rosenbaum et al. [67] demonstrated the presence of small-
conductance calcium-activated potassium (SK3) channels in
CD34-positive TCs in human nonpregnant myometrium and
their absence in pregnant myometrium. SK3 channels are
known to participate in myometrial relaxation in vitro [68];
therefore, we might hypothesize that their presence or absence
in myometrial TCs regulates myometrial contractility in the
nonpregnant versus the pregnant state.

In vitro clamp recordings of TCs in primary cultures have
identified several electrophysiological characteristics that
distinguish these cells from SMCs (Table 3), such as
membrane capacitance, input resistance, membrane resting
potential, or the presence/absence of different outward and
inward currents. It worth noting that SMCs membrane surface
areas vary, ranging from 33.5 to 181.9 lm2, with a correction
factor relative to the presence of caveolae [69] and important
implications in the calculus of the membrane capacitance per
unit area. As previously described, the presence of caveolae on
the plasmalemma of TCs [6, 7] should be expected to have the
same variability of the electrical membrane capacitance [8, 10].
Moreover, the membrane capacitance of SMCs from the
pregnant human myometrium is 2.3-fold larger than that for
SMCs from nonpregnant myometrium due to differences in the
cell surface [70]. Although voltage-gated potassium channels
have not yet been characterized in TCs from human
myometrium, there are recent data from indicating their
presence in TCs from human epicardium [71]. Further
electrophysiological characterization is necessary to understand
the role of TCs in uterine contraction mechanisms. The major
bias of in vitro TC electrophysiological recordings, particularly
in human myometrium preparations, is due to the reduced
percentage of these cells (;6%) in the uterus compared to that
on SMCs [9], which makes extensive characterization difficult.

Innovative concepts have recently been proposed for the
role of TCs in bioelectrical signaling and introducing the
concept of ‘‘primitive nervous system’’ constituted by TCs,
exosomes, gap junctions, and the cytoskeleton [44, 79].
Despite the absence of regular slow waves of depolarization
in TCs [7, 9], recent indirect observations indicate the presence
of T-type/L-type calcium currents [75] that might improve our
understanding uterine bioelectrical signaling mechanisms.

FUNCTIONAL OUTLOOK

The functions of TCs under both physiologic and pathologic
conditions can be considered a versatile phenomenon, as
suggested by phenotype adjustment (variable and inconsistent
expression of some markers in the same organ or in different
organs) that depends on the surrounding physical and chemical
conditions. This includes signal reception and transmission of
information via extracellular vesicles or by direct cellular and
contact junctions [7, 25, 80].

A new approach was considered for describing the cellular
genotype as well as for collecting proteomic data, providing a
clear vision about the expression of structural proteins as well
as enzymatic profile and surface antigens [81–84]. The role of
TCs has been investigated by evaluating the bioelectrical
signals and modulating physicochemical environment involved
in morphogenesis [44, 49], remodeling [85], renewal [34],
aging [86], cancer [87], and other pathological conditions [88–
90].

In both physiological states (nonpregnant or pregnant), the
human uterus is known to develop myogenic contractions.
However, numerous attempts to study the myometrial
pacemaker cells that are similar to those in the gut have failed
[14, 91]. Instead, a new cell type was described compared with
what we know today as TCs, a heterogeneous population of
cells that are found among SMCs [7, 15]. TCs may contribute
to broad physiological functions and, for the moment, only
supposed roles can be inferred.

Intercellular Signaling

The first and most important function hypothesized for TCs
is participation in intercellular signaling. All studies have
shown that, on one hand, TCs are responsible for long-distance
communication intermediated by very long (;100-lm-long)
Tps, which establish physical contacts with nerve endings,
blood vessels, and different types of progenitor cells [24, 25,
92]. On the other hand, TCs can influence the surrounding
environment by either paracrine or juxtacrine secretion, which
is mediated by extracellular vesicle release [7, 15]. These
vesicles can transport different macromolecular signals to the
surrounding cells and can induce epigenetic changes or can be
involved in the regulation of inflammation or immunity [43,
93, 94]. Zavadil et al. [95] suggested that micro-RNAs could be
responsible for uterine leiomyoma formation; therefore,
because TCs were shown to express significant amounts of
miR-21, -22, -29, and -199a and to express both estrogen and
progesterone receptors, their role in this process should not be
overlooked. Recently, Diaz-Flores et al. [96] demonstrated that
TCs also have endocytic properties, which could explain the

TABLE 2. Comparison between the extracellular membranous vesicles found in the human uterus, exosomes, and SMVs.

Parameter

Released vesicle diameters (nm) Exosome diameters (nm) Shedding vesicle diameters (nm)

Nonpregnant Pregnant Nonpregnant Pregnant Nonpregnant Pregnant

Mean 160.64 171.60 75.97 78.32 185.38 182.71
Standard error 6.89 4.56 1.99 1.61 6.96 4.37
Median 151.03 170.30 76.07 78.63 170.58 176.59
Standard deviation 73.92 62.53 10.16 7.22 65.67 56.63
Range 347.77 296.62 33.74 26.44 308.45 267.27
Minimum 57.85 65.20 57.85 65.20 97.16 94.55
Maximum 405.61 361.82 91.59 91.64 405.61 361.82
Count 115 188 26 20 89 168
Confidence level (95.0%) 13.66 9.00 4.10 3.38 13.83 8.63

Reproduced with permission from Cretoiu et al. [7].
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bidirectional information exchange between TCs and other
proximity cells.

The existence of the 3D network of TCs is very important at
the uterine level, as well as in other organs, for maintaining
their functionality. Recent studies report that TC network
damage is responsible for an impaired function by dysregulat-
ing intercellular signaling, leading to fibrosis of the intestinal
wall, skin, and oviduct wall [56, 86, 89, 97].

Progenitor Cells and Uterine Renewal

Although remarkable progress has been made in reproduc-
tive medicine, there are still many unanswered questions, such
as how the human uterus undergoes a 500- to 1000-fold
increase in volume and a 24-fold increase in weight (from 50 to
1100 g) during pregnancy evolution [98]. The uterine stroma,
which contains TCs, provides a supportive matrix for SMCs as
well for blood vessels, nerves, and lymphatics. TCs might act
as tissue organizers at least in some organs [5, 25, 99].
Although changes in the microvasculature of the human uterus
during pregnancy are less well known, neoangiogenesis
undoubtedly accompanies myometrial hypertrophy. Currently,
angiogenesis is induced mainly by growth factors, creating
tube formation in the vascular endothelial cells and promoting
endothelial cell proliferation [100]. Studies have demonstrated
that TCs located in the interstitial space significantly increase
in number around the neocapillaries in mice with acute
myocardial infarction [101]. Zheng et al. [102] demonstrated
that the level of new vessel formation is correlated with the
level of VEGF and EGF in TC supernatant [101]. TCs may
participate in uterine neoangiogenesis and promote regenera-
tion and reparation of the injured tissues.

Several studies have reported the presence of TCs in the
stem cell niche microenvironment (e.g., in the heart [27, 99,

FIG. 5. Human nonpregnant myometrium in cell culture; Day 3 is the
first passage. Giemsa staining. One TC established contact with an SMC
by a Tp that is approximately 65 mm long. Photographic composition of
four sequential phase-contrast images. Bar¼ 5 lm. (Rectangles) A higher
magnification clearly shows the moniliform aspect; at least 40

FIG. 6. Human pregnant myometrium. Primary confluent cultures (Day
8) showing a TC with at least 7 ‘‘beads’’ per process. Bar ¼ 5 lm.
Reproduced with permission from [8].

3

specific dilations (podoms) interconnected by thin segments (podomeres)
are visible in a beadlike fashion. Reproduced with permission from [8].
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FIG. 7. A–H). Human myometrial cell culture at the fourth passage. Immunofluorescent labeling marks estrogen (A) and progesterone (E) receptors (red),
which are present inside both the nucleus and the cytoplasm. c-kit/CD117 only (green) was found in the cytoplasm (B, F) and double labeling for both
markers (C, G), where coexpression appears as yellow areas. Hoechst 33342 (blue) dye was used for nuclear counterstaining. Phase contrast microscopy
focused on the same cells, typical TCs with long and moniliform prolongations (D, H). Bar¼ 2 lm. Reproduced with permission from [10].
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103], lungs [24], liver [20, 104], skin [55], skeletal muscle [48,
105, 106], meninges and choroid plexus [35], and eye [107]).
However, the detailed regulatory mechanisms by which TCs
and stem/progenitor cells interact are unknown. We speculate
that there is close cross-talk between these cells, considering a
possible protective role exerted by TCs relative to that of stem
cells against extrinsic oxidative stress [108]. Furthermore, TCs
can inconsistently express stem cell markers, such as c-kit, Sca-
1, and Oct-4 [80, 109], and they have been suggested to be
involved in the differentiation process of mesenchymal stem
cells [55]. In any case, TCs are constantly present in the stem
cell niche, indicating they make an important contribution to
the tissue microenvironment, playing a crucial role in the cell
signaling and regulation of normal and malignant cell function,
which was suggested by Horch et al. [110].

Mechanochemical Sensors

The hypothesis that TCs might act as mechanoreceptors has
been proposed in rat mesentery [111]. The TCs are located in
the human uterus at the border of SMCs and between them,
thus justifying the presumption that TCs could be capable of
detecting and translating stretch information to the nuclear
factors and activate the genes responsible for protein synthesis
[112]. Indeed, it was recently shown that TCs from
nonpregnant and pregnant myometrium have different sensi-
tivities to low-level laser stimulation [75] and that mibefradil, a
T-type calcium channel antagonist, modulates this effect.
Therefore, TCs act as a stretch sensor and might play an
important role in the uterine contraction mechanism in a direct
relationship with the pregnancy status. The proteomic analysis
of TCs compared with fibroblasts and endothelial cells shows
that myosin-14 is up-regulated in TCs, suggesting the role in
mechanical sensing and mechanochemical conversion [83,
108].

TCs could also be ‘‘hormone sensors’’ in human myome-
trium and the fallopian tube because they express estrogen and
progesterone receptors in vitro. There is evidence that some
uterine stromal cells play a role in endometrial growth and
differentiation in a hormone-dependent manner [10, 113, 114].
Rehman et al. [115] showed by microarray analysis that the

two estrogen receptor isoforms, a and b, had differential
expression levels in the nonpregnant and the pregnant
myometrium. The switch from ERa to ERb expression in the
myometrium occurs with the progression of pregnancy and
may help delay labor until term [115].

Morphogenetic Bioelectrical Signaling

TCs may play an essential role in morphogenetic bioelec-
trical signaling in nearly all organs in the body [44, 79]. The
TC system seems to have the necessary equipment to form a
major part of the bioelectric ‘‘information pathway,’’ which is
postulated to exist between cells in most tissues by Levin and
Stevenson [116] and Levin [117]. The system may operate as
follows: because the TC network is based on homo- and
heterocellular junctions, and some of them are gap junctions;
we can suppose that it could modulate the electrical activity in
an organ and the membrane potential of these cells [44].
Indeed, TCs possess a vast communication network, including
nerve endings, blood vessels, progenitor cells, immune cells,
SMCs [24, 25, 30, 92], and bioelectrical signaling pathways,
which have yet to be unraveled.

Pacemakers

The presence of specialized pacemaking cells is consistent
with the spontaneous activity at least for gastrointestinal tract
[118]. The paradox in regard to the uterus is that it must have
periods of intense contractility alternating with periods of total
absence of contractions [119]. Questions about whether uterine
TCs perform this function remain a subject of debate. In our
opinion, based on the scientific data regarding ICC pacemak-
ing, this function is only mandatory in organs that require
permanent peristaltic wave action to remove their content (e.g.,
gut [120], vasculature [121], and urinary tract [33]), and there
is no such need for the uterus [75]. In fact, the lack of regular
slow waves of depolarization in TCs already has been shown
[7, 9], reinforcing previous idea.

TABLE 3. Electrophysiological characteristics of TCs versus those of SMCs in uterine myometrium.

Electrophysiological characterization TCs/species (mean 6 SD) SMCs/species (mean 6 SD)

Membrane capacitance 84.8 6 18.1 pF/human, rat [9];
35.7 6 12.1 pF/human [8]

118 6 26 pF/human, rat [9];
Differences pregnant vs nonpregnant/human, rat [70];
1.57 pF/cm2/human [69]

Input resistance 3.04 6 0.5 GX/human, rat [9];
5.2 6 1.0 GX/human [8];

1.94 6 1.1 GX/human, rat [9];
6.06 kX-cm2/human [69]

Membrane resting potential –58 6 7/human, rat [9] –65 6 13 mV/human, rat [9];
–15 4 �85 mV (mean �49.4 mV)/human [69]

Small-conductance calcium-activated potassium (SK3)
currents

Only nonpregnant/human [67] Very low expression/human [67];
Present/rat [72]

Large conductance calcium-activated potassium (BK
Ca

)
currents

Not characterized Differences pregnant vs nonpregnant/human, rat [70]

Delayed rectifier voltage-gated potassium currents Not characterized Present/human [73]
A-like voltage-gated potassium currents Not characterized Present/human, rat [73]
Outward rectifying potassium currents Present/human, rat [9] Present/human [69]
Naþ currents Absent/human, rat [9] Present/rat [74]
T-type/L-type calcium currents Present/human [62];

Present (indirect evidence by
mibefradil effect)/human [75]
Absent/human, rat [9]

Present/human, rat [74, 76-78]

Hyperpolarization-activated current Present/human [7] Present/rat [74]
Passive electronic and action potentials Absent/human, rat [9] Present/human, rat [9]
Regular slow waves of depolarization Absent/human [7, 9] Present/rat [74]
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Contractility Modulators

Drawing a parallel between gut TCs that are suggested to be
cells that might directly or indirectly influence gut motility [58,
91, 122], we can assume that this is also valid for TCs
described between uterine SMCs. Myogenic uterine contrac-
tility modulation under hormonal control [14] could involve the
TCs either by transferring bioactive molecules or by direct
stimulation of SMCs because TCs express steroid hormone
receptors, at least in vitro [10, 119].

Guidance of Immune Cells

Judging from our previous reports that demonstrated stromal
contacts between TCs and immune cells (eosinophils, macro-
phages, and plasma cells) in rat myometrium [30], we can
hypothesize a role in immune surveillance. Leukocytes are
known to be crucial for pregnancy maintenance and for the
mechanism of uterine activation during labor [123, 124]. In our
opinion, TCs, SMCs and leukocytes form a correlated orchestra
that plays a role in the pregnancy maintenance or onset of
labor.

FUTURE CONSIDERATIONS

The growing body of scientific evidence on TCs demon-
strate that these still enigmatic cells cannot be considered
negligible players in myometrial contractile coordination and
uterine regeneration. Presently, there are many drawbacks to
the TC research progress. These can include the absence of a
selective marker and lack of valuable data for the phylogenesis
of this heterogeneous cell population.

It will therefore be important to establish the following
goals:

1. Whether TCs are involved in endometrial or myometrial

renewal because fundamental studies have reported the

presence of epithelial and stromal stem/progenitor cells

[125] involved in endometrial growth and differentiation in

a hormone-dependent manner. In vivo, estrogen is respon-

sible for inducing regeneration, and progesterone is

important for withdrawal-induced regression of human

endometrial tissue [126, 127]. TCs could be a subpopulation

of the stromal mesenchymal stem cells because they express

some of the described markers of the subepithelial stromal

niche cells (see Gargett et al. [128]).

2. The implication of TCs in immune surveillance and the

presence of steroid hormone receptors could make them a

promising target for therapeutic (non)hormonal interven-

tions. Unraveling the existence of all members that are

supposed to exist in a TC population and defining their

functions will be essential for selective pharmacological

targeting.

3. Future studies will need to address several important

functional mechanisms of intercellular communication,

electrical, and mechanical, or chemical, that may improve

our understanding of the tissue-level signaling in the

myometrium. These studies will most likely escalate when

the specific immunohistochemical markers for TCs are

identified, allowing us to obtain a magnetic bead purified

and enriched culture. Another direction in these studies

might be based on characterization of the laser-capture

micro-dissected TC gene profile. After these goals are met,

we will be able to run comparative animal experiments

based on different pathological models (e.g., adenomyosis,

uterine synechiae, and premature birth).

Future advances in understanding myometrial regeneration
and its contractility must not ignore TCs as important members
of the uterine nonmuscle cell populations.
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